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To understand recent works on classical and quantum spin equations and their topological classification, we develop a unified mathematical framework for bosonic BdG systems and associated classical wave equations; it applies not just to equations that describe quantized spin excitations in magnonic crystals but more broadly to other systems that are described by a BdG hamiltonian. Because here the generator of dynamics, the analog of the hamiltonian, is para-aka Krein-hermitian but not hermitian, the theory of Krein spaces plays a crucial role. For systems which are thermodynamically stable, the classical equations can be expressed as a "Schrödinger equation" with a hermitian "hamiltonian". We then proceed to apply the Cartan-AltlandZirnbauer classification scheme: to properly understand what topological class these equations belong to, we need to conceptually distinguish between symmetries and constraints. Complex conjugation enters as a particle-hole constraint (as opposed to a symmetry), since classical waves are necessarily real-valued. Because of this distinction only commuting symmetries enter in the topological classification. Our arguments show that the equations for spin waves in magnonic crystals are a system of class A, the same topological class as quantum hamiltonians describing the Integer Quantum Hall Effect. Consequently, the magnonic edge modes first predicted by Shindou et al. [1] are indeed analogs of the Quantum Hall Effect, and their net number is topologically protected.
I. INTRODUCTION
Shindou et al. proposed in [1] that topologically protected edge modes should exist in periodic media for spin waves, so-called magnonic crystals. The basis of their work was Haldane's insight [2] that topological effects are not particular to quantum systems, but bona fide wave effects; more specifically, Haldane proposed that the existence of boundary modes and their net number are related to a topological invariant, the Chern number. His prediction was confirmed in a number of spectacular experiments with various classical waves, including electromagnetic waves [3] [4] [5] , certain acoustic waves [6] [7] [8] [9] and coupled pendula [10, 11] .
By the same token, Shindou et al. proposed that Haldane's photonic bulk-edge correspondence also applies to magnonic crystals, where the net number of boundary modes is given by the Chern number
that is computed as the Brillouin zone average of the Berry curvature
which in turn is derived from the Berry connection
is indeterminate and therefore is not a scalar product. And because 〈Ψ, Ψ〉 σ 3 can be positive, negative or even zero when Ψ = 0, it is a priori not clear whether Eq. (3) is really a connection and Eq. (2) really a curvature. Consequently, if Ω is not a curvature, then Eq. (1) does not even need to be an integer, let alone a label of a topological phase. Understanding Shindou et al.'s work from first principles motivated us to look at bosonic BdG systems and related classical systems more broadly as they all share the same mathematical structure. On the quantum side the standard starting point is to consider the equations of motion of creation and annihilation operators
that are governed by a single-particle BdG hamiltonian H sp (k). This operator is usually assumed to be "thermodynamically stable" (cf. Eq. (23)) and comes furnished with an even particle-hole-type symmetry C, which ensures that time-evolved creation and annihilation operators are adjoints of one another; therefore, in the absence of other symmetries (chiral-or time-reversal-type symmetries) H sp (k) is an operator of class D [12, 13] . For all systems of interest H sp is not block-diagonal and therefore the operator is not hermitian.
There is a class of corresponding classical wave equations, whose structure mimics Eq. (5): the operator W −1 D which generates the time evolution of the classical wave m(t) via the "Schrödinger equation"
is the product of two hermitian operators W = W † and D = D † ; as the notation suggests, we assume that W is invertible. What distinguishes the wave equations relevant here is the assumption that W does not have a fixed sign -just like σ 3 above.
In fact, for a given bosonic BdG equation (5), there is a corresponding classical equation where W = σ 3 and D = H sp . And properties of the quantum equation -including their topological classification -are immediately linked to their classical counterpart. Logically speaking, though, it is more consistent to view the quantum equation (5) as the second quantization of the classical wave equation (6) .
The main aim of our article is to derive a unified mathematical framework to treat systems described by Eq. (5) or (6) , and to obtain their topological classification.
We will add two new insights to the discussion: the first is a careful conceptual distinction between symmetries and constraints: complex conjugation should not be regarded as a symmetry of H = W D, but is a constraint on the relevant states. Our analysis in Section III below shows that the physical system is not in class D (the topological class of W D), but rather in class A -the same topological class as quantum hamiltonians which model the Quantum Hall Effect. That is because the particle-hole-type "symmetry" represents complex conjugation of classical waves, and since classical waves are necessarily real-valued, complex conjugation enters as a constraint rather than a symmetry that can be selectively broken. We have emphasized this point in earlier works on the Schrödinger formalism of classical waves [14] and the topological classification of electromagnetic media [5] .
However, our earlier works [5, 14] do not directly apply to the classical wave equations studied here -the operator which governs the dynamics is not hermitian. Instead, this operator is Krein-or para-hermitian: if we endow the Hilbert space with the indeterminate Krein inner product 〈φ, ψ〉 W = 〈φ, W ψ〉, we obtain a so-called Krein space. While facets of the theory of Krein spaces have been used by physicists for a long time, it seems that very few works in theoretical physics have systematically exploited the mathematical tools from the theory of Krein spaces.
For thermodynamically stable "hamiltonians", where D is positive definite, we are able to extend our arguments from [14] to classical and second-quantized spin waves. The first step is to establish a one-to-one correspondence between the real vector space of real-valued classical classical waves and the complex vector space H + (k) composed of complex positive frequency waves. On the subset of complex positive frequency waves the inner product (4) is positive definite, and therefore a bona fide scalar product; this makes H + (k) into a Hilbert space. The positive definiteness of 〈φ, ψ〉 W = φ, W ψ on that subspace a posteriori justifies why Eq. (3) is a curvature and Eq. (2) a curvature. While we initially analyze only classical wave equations, we prove in Section V that the topological classification of the classical spin equations from Section IV B carries over to the second-quantized equation (5) .
The Schrödinger formalism for bosonic BdG systems allows us to single out physically meaningful symmetries in spin systems; for instance, we identify the time-reversal-type symmetries that are broken and give their physical interpretation. Importantly, it is not the magnetic field that breaks these time-reversal-type symmetries, but rather anisotropy in space (cf. Section II B 3).
Outline We start by comparing the mathematical description and symmetries of the simplest possible quantum and classical spin equations in Section II; the goal is to outline the strategy we use to derive the Schrödinger formalism of a classical wave equation. The insights gathered there are then applied to the linearized Landau-Lifshitz equations in Section III: after a short primer on the theory of Krein spaces, we discuss the spin "hamiltonian" of the complexified equations as an operator on Krein space and study its symmetries. Then we discard the superfluous degrees of freedom that stem from the complexification to arrive at the Schrödinger formulation of the classical linearized spin equations, which in turn allows us to apply the Cartan-AltlandZirnbauer scheme. Up until this point we did not need to assume that the medium for the spins is periodic. However, when the spin travels in a magnonic crystal, we can make the topological bulk classification and bulk-boundary correspondence explicit (Section IV). Then we show that our arguments indeed apply to all bosonic systems described by a BdG hamiltonian that is thermodynamically stable (Section VI). Lastly, we explain how the topological classification extend from the classical to the second-quantized equations (Section V).
II. SYMMETRIES OF CLASSICAL AND ANALOGOUS QUANTUM SPIN EQUATIONS
The classification theory for topological insulators [12, 13, 15] was first developed for quantum systems, and in order to adapt and apply these methods to spin systems we need to reformulate the dynamical equation in the form of a Schrödinger equation. By this we mean that we find a formulation of the classical equations in terms of a hermitian operator that acts on a complex Hilbert space; this is only a mathematical procedure, spin waves are still classical and expressing them in terms of complex waves has nothing to do with probabilities. This Schrödinger formalism allows us to identify the number of discrete symmetries and their nature that determine the topological class, which in turn allows us to list the topological invariants that are supported by the system. These ideas have been applied to other classical waves [5, 14] , but it is helpful to illustrate the essential features with a very simple set of equations that structurally resemble those for magnons. To that end we will compare a quantum spin with a classical spin, both moving in a magnetic field whose dynamical equations appear to be identical.
A. A quantum spin-1 /2 precessing in a magnetic field
The simplest quantum system is a quantum spin-1 /2 subjected to a constant magnetic field. If we choose a coordinate system so that the magnetic field points in the direction e 2 = (0, 1, 0) T , the relevant Schrödinger equation governing the dynamics is
Here, the frequency of precession ω = ħ h 2 g H 0 collects all physical constants and the spin state is described by Ψ(t) = ψ 1 (t), ψ 2 (t)
T ∈ H = 2 that is normalized to 1. The fact that the Hamiltonian H = ω σ 2 = H † is hermitian leads to conservation of probability. Note that the concept of hermitian operators necessitates the use of complex (as opposed to real) Hilbert spaces.
Due to the simplicity of the system, we can list all symmetries, three of them are given by the Pauli matrices and define (linear) unitaries,
whereas the four other are complex conjugation C,
and products of the three Pauli matrices with complex conjugation,
The reason why we prefer to equivalently use the real, antihermitian matrix iσ 2 rather than σ 2 will become apparent in the next subsection. We can straightforwardly identify the nature of these symmetries in the context of classification theory for topological insulators [12, 13] . For example, the linear, anticommuting symmetries σ 1,3 (cf. Eq. (8a)) are classified as chiral-type symmetries, whereas the antilinear, commuting symmetries σ 1,3 C square to +1 and are even time-reversal-type symmetries. The even particle-hole-type symmetry C (cf. Eq. (9)) will play an important role below. Table I . Summary of all symmetries of quantum spin system. Ordinary symmetries are those that are unitary and commute with the Hamiltonian. +TR and ±PH are abbreviations for even timereversal and even/odd particle-hole symmetries (depending on whether the symmetries square to ±1). 3 The equations that describe precession of a classical spin with frequency ω in a magnetic field pointing in the e 3 -direction,
B. A classical precessing spin in
can be brought into the form of (7): exploiting that M 3 (t) = const. is a conserved quantity, we drop this component from the equations and multiply both sides by the imaginary unit i to obtain
Compared to Eq. (7) this equation is only defined for real
Instead of total probability, the conserved quantity |M (t)| = const. that follows from the orthogonality of the evolution is now spin length.
On the real Hilbert space H = 2 all (orthogonal) symmetry operators (matrices), that map real vectors onto real vectors, can be written as a linear combination of
This also explains why we preferred to use the real matrix iσ 2 in the previous section rather than σ 2 , the latter is not a well-defined operator on H = 2 . However, for a number of reasons -including understanding the topological origin of boundary modes in magnonic crystals -it is useful to consider also the classical equations on complex Hilbert spaces.
Complexifying the equations of motion
To solve Eq. (11) efficiently, we need to work with complex vectors. The default approach is to express real-valued solutions
as a linear combination of complex eigenstates of frequency ±ω. While mathematically we consider (11) on H = 2 , the same complex Hilbert space as in the quantum case, the crucial difference is that only real-valued spins M ∈ H = 2 ⊂ 2 = H have physical significance. States with non-vanishing imaginary part have no physical meaning, they are an artifact of doubling the degrees of freedom for convenience's sake.
While it may seem that working on H brings all 7 "quantum symmetries" (8)- (10) into play, this is not the case: complex conjugation acts trivially on real-valued spins, C M = M ∈ H = 2 , so for physical states complex conjugation is not a meaningful symmetry. That is why we prefer to call C a constraint rather than an "even particle-hole-type symmetry". Indeed, C H C = −H implies that the time evolution (1 + C) and therefore maps real initial states onto real-valued solutions. So if H is supposed to describe a classical spin or wave, then an "unbreakable" even particle-hole-type constraint is baked into the complexified equations; it arises from the realvaluedness of the classical waves. Consequently, the actions of σ 1,3 and σ 1,3 C coincide on the subspace H = 2 of physical states. Thus, the number of distinct physical symmetries reduces from 7 to 3.
This ambiguity causes problems when we want to adapt the Cartan-Altland-Zirnbauer (CAZ) classification scheme [12, 13] for topological insulators. We are seemingly able to choose between e.g. using the chiral-type symmetries σ 1, 3 or the even time-reversal-type symmetries σ 1,3 C for our topological classification. So it is unclear whether we are considering a system of class AIII or class AI. If we added complex conjugation as a separate symmetry, the classification would be different still, namely class BDI. We will explain later in Section III D why this seemingly technical detail is crucial in the context of topological phenomena.
To be able to correctly identify the nature of these symmetries, we must eliminate the superfluous degrees of freedom that were introduced when complexifying (11) while still working on a complex Hilbert space.
Real

Implementation of Symmetry
Complex Implementation of Symmetry TI Classification The key idea to get rid of these extraneous degrees of freedom is contained in Eq. (13): positive and negative frequency components of the real solution M (t) = ψ + (t) + ψ − (t) are not independent degrees of freedom as they are necessarily related by complex conjugation, ψ ± = ψ ∓ . Therefore, The implementation of the symmetries V j on H = 2 on the complex Hilbert space H + are deduced from the following two conditions:
(2) V j is (anti)unitary on H + for j = 1, 2, 3, i.e. it must map ω > 0 states onto ω > 0 states.
The first condition identifies e.g. iσ 2 and iσ 2 C as candidates for V 2 , while the second singles out the candidate which commutes with H = ω σ 2 . In this case V 2 = iσ 2 is realized linearly, whereas the other two symmetries V 1,3 are implemented as antiunitaries. In the parlance of topological insulators V 1,3 are even time-reversal-type symmetries and V 2 an ordinary, commuting symmetry. Our findings are summarized in Table II .
Physical interpretation of time-reversal-type symmetries
The interpretation of V , 1,3 as time-reversal-type symmetries seems to be in direct contradiction with the intuition we have of classical spins in magnetic fields: the magnetic field breaks time-reversal symmetry and the sense of rotation of the spin is determined by the sign of the magnetic field. This apparent contradiction can be resolved.
Let us approach this from the direction of classification theory of topological insulators where the terminology stems from quantum mechanics: a time-reversal symmetry is an antiunitary operator T on a complex Hilbert space H that commutes with the Hamiltonian, T H = H T . Therefore, it flips the arrow of time,
So on the basis of this definition, V 1,3 are indeed even timereversal-type symmetries. And as we shall see, their presence has exactly the same consequences as in solid state physics -symmetries in the band spectrum and the topological triviality of bands (cf. Section IV B 1).
To reconcile this with our intuition, we take a closer look at the action of V corresponds to a reflection about the x 1 -axis. So these transformations flip the sense of rotation in a coordinate system with a reversed sense of orientation -which combine to give a state that rotates in the same direction when viewed in the original (spatial) coordinate system. From the point of view of physics the presence of these symmetries stem from the rotational symmetry of the problem. Nevertheless, this rotational symmetry manifests itself mathematically via time-reversal-type symmetries.
III. THE SCHRÖDINGER FORMALISM OF SPIN EQUATIONS
The fundamental equations we are interested in are the linearization of the Landau-Lifshitz equation
that describes the dynamics of the magnetization M = (M 1 , M 2 , M 3 ) subjected to an external magnetic field H 0 pointing in the e 3 -direction. The exchange stiffness A(x) quantifies the coupling of neighboring spins, and the dipolar field H d (t) is the solution of the magnetostatic Maxwell equations,
Therefore, in view of the Helmholtz decomposition of vector fields the dipolar field H d (t) = −∇Φ m (t) is a gradient field whose potential satisfies ∆Φ m (t) = ∇ · M(t).
In principle, we could have included other interaction terms such as the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , but for the sake of brevity and concreteness, we chose to consider the same equations as Shindou et al. [1] . However, we emphasize that our framework is much more general and e.g. applies to ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic systems alike. Now let us linearize the Landau-Lifshitz equations around the saturation magnetization
where m = (m 1 , m 2 , m 3 ) is the small deviation from M s e 3 that we would like to study. Because the linearized equation conserves M 3 ≈ M s , we drop the e 3 -component from the equations and arrive at
where m = (m 1 , m 2 ) are the first two components of the spin and the "hamiltonian"
is the product of the "weight operator"
with the sum of the two operators
The reason why we split H in this particular way will become clear in the next subsection. Later in Section IV we will assume that A(x), H 0 (x) and M s (x) are periodic, but this is not necessary at this point.
Rewriting the linearized spin equations (17) in the mathematical formalism of a quantum Schrödinger equation goes way beyond expressing Eq. (17) in terms of the "hamiltonian" (18) . The crucial piece here is to (1) identify the vector space H of real-valued spins m = (m 1 , m 2 ) in terms of a complex vector space H ; and (2) find a scalar product on H so that the spin "hamiltonian" H is hermitian on H . The strategy we implement below is summarized in Figure 1: corresponding to the arrow from the top-left to the bottom, we first complexify the classical equations to be able to use complex exponentials, which emerge naturally in the context of first-order equations. This effectively doubles the degrees of freedom and adds unphysical states that have a non-zero imaginary part. This complex vector space can be furnished with an indeterminate Krein inner product and becomes a Krein space; here, the length of a non-zero vector can be positive, negative or zero. Associated with this Krein inner product is a Krein adjoint; with respect to this Krein adjoint, the spin "hamiltonian" is Krein hermitian. Provided the spin equations are thermodynamically stable (i.e. the spin "hamiltonian" satisfies Eq. (23)), the second step eliminates all the superfluous degrees of freedom by representing the real spin vector m = 2Re Ψ as the real part of a complex positive frequency wave. For positive frequency waves, the Krein inner product is positive definite again and therefore defines a scalar product -the positive frequency subspace of the Krein space is a Hilbert space.
While these two steps are one way, it turns out that their concatenation is reversible as indicated by the left-right arrow going from the top-left to the top-right in Figure 1 .
A. Krein space structure of the complexified equations and reduction to a Schrödinger-type equation
The first step towards obtaining the Schrödinger form of Eq. (17) is to admit complex spin density vectors Ψ, which are assumed to be elements of the complex Hilbert space
where d is the dimension of the ambient space, typically d = 1, 2, 3. Physically speaking, this Hilbert space is comprised of localized excitations with respect to M s e 3 . The scalar product is the usual one,
where complex conjugation is contained in the dot product
A major mathematical difference between the simple spin hamiltonian H = ω σ 2 covered in Section II and H = H † given by (18) is that the latter is not a hermitian operator. Instead, it is a Krein-or para-hermitian operator [22] .
A primer on Krein spaces
For the benefit of the reader, we will first recap the basics of the theory of Krein spaces. A Krein space K is a Hilbert space H equipped with a second, Krein inner product
that has all the properties of a scalar product -conjugate symmetry and linearity in the second entry -except for positive definiteness [23, Definition 1. 
Thus, if we use the Krein inner product to measure distances, the length of a non-zero vector may be positive, negative or even 0.
This Krein inner product gives rise to a notion of adjoint
which by definition satisfies A Φ, Ψ W = Φ, AΨ W . A Kreinhermitian operator H = H is one that is hermitian with respect to the Krein inner product [24] , and a Krein-unitary U is an operator whose Krein-adjoint
coincides with its inverse. Krein-antiunitary operators are invertible, antilinear operators that satisfy
The concepts of Krein-adjoint and Krein-unitary generalize to maps between two different Krein spaces in a straightforward fashion.
Similarly, a Krein-orthogonal projection is an operator P 2 = P = P that squares to itself and is Krein-hermitian; the latter condition P = W −1 P † W states that P and P † are related by a similarity transform.
Note that Krein-hermiticity places much weaker conditions on the operator than hermiticity. For instance, the spectrum of Krein-hermitian operators, i.e. the set of complex numbers z such that H − z is not invertible, need not be real. Indeed, H = H may have complex eigenvalues and if in addition the spectrum consists only of eigenvalues, the associated eigenvectors need not form a basis.
However, a special class of operators, so-called Kreinspectral operators [23, Definition 3.2.1], will still retain all features of hermitian operators: these are Krein-hermitian operators H = H which are Krein-unitarily equivalent to an operator 
Hamiltonian (18) as a Krein-hermitian operator
The purpose of this primer was to introduce the right mathematical framework in which to treat Eq. (17) . Let us introduce the indeterminate inner product
on the Hilbert space H( d , 2 ); since the saturation magnetization M s is assumed to be non-zero everywhere, |M s (x)| ≥ M 0 > 0, the bilinear form (22) is indeed a Krein inner product. We shall denote the resulting Krein space
. A straightforward, but somewhat lengthy computation shows that with respect to the Krein inner product (22) the operator H from (18) is indeed Krein-hermitian: first of all, the Krein-hermiticity of
The hermiticity of the first terms
is immediate as the derivatives do not act on the spin waves; for the second, partial integration gives us
anticommutes with with the term in parentheses of (20b) up to an exchange of the roles of ∂ 1 and ∂ 2 . Furthermore, this second factor of L is hermitian up to a second exchange of ∂ 1 and ∂ 2 . Putting both pieces together yields (W
When the system is thermodynamically stable, i.e. when Ψ, HΨ W > 0 whenever Ψ = 0, then H is Krein-spectral and can therefore be block-diagonalized via a Krein unitary [26] . This is exactly the situation studied in [1, 25, 26] , which yields real frequency bands and a complete basis of Bloch functions when M s (x) and A(x) are periodic.
Comparison to Shindou et al. [1]
While works such as [1] already implicitly make use of the Krein space formalism, they do not exploit the advantages the Krein structure affords to the fullest extent.
First of all, Shindou et al. use a different representation than we do: they work in the eigenbasis of σ 2 and absorb a factor of 1 (2)] is a Krein-spectral operator as the righthand side can be written as σ 3
. The existence of a diagonalizing Krein unitary follows from the thermodynamic stability assumption.
However, there is a subtle difference between the definition of the hamiltonian: the operator H k used by Shindou et al. is not Krein hermitian as they factor out σ 3 (cf. Similarly, thanks to the Krein formalism it is immediately clear why the operator
is the Krein-orthogonal projection onto the jth frequency band.
B. Symmetries of the complexified equations
The operator H comes furnished with a particle-hole-type constraint, {H, C} = 0, as it arises from Eq. (17) which describes real-valued waves. As explained in Section II B 1 complex conjugation C enters as a constraint and does not correspond to a symmetry of the physical system. That is because all physically relevant states are real, and complex conjugation acts trivially on physical, real-valued spin waves m(t) = C m(t).
Apart from complex conjugation and crystallographic symmetries, there are six other candidates for physical symmetries, the three Pauli matrices σ 1 , iσ 2 and σ 3 as well as σ 1 C, iσ 2 C and σ 3 C. On the level of the complexified equations σ j and σ j C implement the same physical symmetry. So to choose amongst these (anti)unitaries, let us pick those that are also Krein-(anti)unitaries as well, namely 
Thus, L breaks all three symmetries and H possesses no timereversal-type symmetries. The lack of a time-reversal symmetry is a necessary condition for there to be non-trivial topological effects captured by Chern numbers. Moreover, we once again see that the absence of time-reversal-type symmetries are related to the lack of rotational symmetry of the physical system.
Other symmetry actions such as translations and rotations can be treated in the same fashion: first consider the symmetry actions as operators on the Krein space K( d , 2 ), with and without complex conjugation. Amongst the two, we choose the symmetry action which is simultaneously an (anti)unitary and a Krein-(anti)unitary. For lattice translations we shall do that in Section IV A 2.
C. The Schrödinger formalism of the classical spin equation (17) While what we did up to now is pretty standard in the mathematical physics literature (see e.g. [25, 27] ), what we add here to the discussion is to properly include the real-valuedness of the spin waves. And indeed, the Krein structure will not play a role at the end for systems that are thermodynamically stable,
where the "expectation value" of H with respect to the Krein inner product is strictly positive for all Ψ = 0. We shall assume from hereon that H is thermodynamically stable. Then H is Krein-unitarily equivalent to a hermitian operator, which implies among other things that the spectrum of H is real. Note that all of our arguments also transfer to the case when we study the second quantization of (17) as is commonly done in the literature, because creation and annihilation operators are of course not "independent variables" (just like Ψ + and Ψ − = CΨ + ). We will address this point in depth in Section V B.
Reduction to complex ω > 0 spin waves
For thermodynamically stable systems, we can exploit the reality of
just like for the single classical spin we studied in Section II B, and write the real-valued spin wave as the real part of a complex ω > 0 wave. That is because the negative frequency contribution Ψ − (t) = CΨ + (t) is redundant. In fact, we once again have a 1-to-1 correspondence
between elements of the real subspace
and the positive/negative frequency subspace
Here, the Krein-orthogonal projection onto the positive/negative frequencies
can be defined through a contour integral where Γ ± encloses the positive/negative part of the spectrum of H. When H is periodic, we can alternatively express Q ± in terms of positive/negative frequency Bloch functions. By convention, we choose to represent m = 2Re Ψ + in terms of ω > 0 waves.
One succinct way to express Eq. (25) -which underlies the top-most equivalence in Figure 1 -is to say that Q ± and 2Re are inverses of one another, 2Re Q ± Re = Re ,
These equalities follow from C Q ± C = Q ∓ and Q + + Q − = 1. Each of the above equalities represents one direction of the arrow: the first one starting from the upper-left of Figure 1 going to the upper-right and returning to the upper-left, and vice versa for the second one. 
The positive frequency space
By that we mean that the generator of the dynamics H = H is a hermitian operator acting on a Hilbert space H + ( d , 2 ). We do not mean to imply that the physical interpretation from quantum mechanics carries over, so Ψ + (t) still just describes a classical wave, which in principle can be directly observed in experiment. Nevertheless, because we treat the classical spin equation in the mathematical framework of quantum mechanics, we can systematically employ techniques initially developed for quantum systems to spin waves.
All of the physics of spin waves is contained in Eq. (27) since it is equivalent to the linearized spin equation (17). So if m(t) solves the classical spin equation (17), then Ψ + (t) = Q + m(t)
is a solution to Eq. (27) . Conversely, solutions Ψ + (t) to Eq. (27) give rise to solutions m(t) = 2Re Ψ + (t) of Eq. (17).
Implementing symmetries on H
When we were given the choice to decide between implementing one of the three symmetries discussed in Section III B, we opted for the realization which is also (Anti)unitaries U which anticommute with H are not compatible with the restriction to ω > 0 states, because such operators intertwine Q + with the analogously defined Kreinorthonogal projection Q − = U Q + U onto the negative frequency states. However, in that case U C then commutes with H and is therefore a candidate for a symmetry. If U C is also a Krein-(anti)unitary, then it implements a symmetry of the classical spin equations.
D. Topological classification of H + = H| ω>0 as class A
The payoff for using the Schrödinger formalism of classical spin waves is that we can apply the Cartan-AltlandZirnbauer classification scheme of topological insulators [12, 13] to spin waves.
The specific spin wave "hamiltonian" considered here, Eq. (18), lacks time-reversal-type and anticommuting symmetries. Consequently, in the parlance of [12, 13] H + is an operator of class A, the same topological class that operators describing the (Integer) Quantum Hall Effect belong to. So in this precise sense, Shindou et al. really did propose in [1] an analog of the Quantum Hall Effect for spin waves in magnonic crystals.
The step of eliminating superfluous degrees of freedom, or, equivalently, distinguishing between C as a (particle-holetype) symmetry and a constraint, was crucial for otherwise we would have surmised that the spin Eq. (17) is of class D rather than class A as the BdG "hamiltonian" H possesses a particle-hole-type "symmetry". Because class D operators possess additional topological invariants that are not supported in class A, this distinction is not purely academic and manifests itself physically.
Moreover, and perhaps from a theoretical point of view unfortunately, the Krein structure does not play a role for the topological classification. Otherwise, there might have been novel topological phenomena due to commuting and anticommuting Krein-(anti)unitaries that give rise to a more complicated zoology of topological insulators [30] .
However, if all we are interested in the spin wave analog of the Quantum Hall Effect, our results are good news: H + is of class A, and we expect that the same bulk-edge correspondence quantitatively predicts the net number of magnonic edge modes. And the absence of time-reversal-type symmetries in H and H + defined through Eq. (18) is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the existence of topologically protected edge modes.
We could have included other interactions such as Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] in our analysis; indeed, this would be straightforward and we could easily check whether the time-reversal-type symmetries V 1,3 are preserved or broken.
IV. MAGNONIC CRYSTALS
When the spin wave is propagating in a magnonic crystal, i.e. the magnetization M s (x + γ) = M s (x) and exchange stiffness A(x + γ) = A(x) are periodic with respect to some lattice Γ , spin waves can be efficiently expressed in terms of Bloch waves -just like the electronic wave function in condensed matter physics. Thanks to the Schrödinger form (27) of the original linearized Landau-Lifshitz equation (17) , it is straightforward to go from intuition to mathematics. We continue to assume thermodynamic stability (23) .
A. Changing representation: the Bloch-Floquet-Zak transform
Periodicity can be exploited with the exact same tools as in condensed matter physics: we employ a variant of the discrete Fourier transform, the (Bloch-Floquet-)Zak transform
to facilitate a change of representation; compared to the usual Bloch-Floquet transform, it maps onto the space-periodic part of Bloch functions.
The frequency band picture
The Zak transform decomposes the operator H into a family 
can be computed explicitly. From the thermodynamic stability condition (23) we deduce that H(k) depends analytically on k; this means that near any point k 0 in the Brillouin zone the "hamiltonian"
2 has a convergent Taylor expansion. Therefore, the frequency bands ω n (k), which arise from the eigenvalue equation
and after a suitable choice of phase the eigenfunctions φ n (k) possess convergent Taylor expansions away from frequency band crossings.
Interplay of F with the Krein structure
As W = σ 2 M −1 s is periodic, in addition to being unitary the Bloch-Floquet-Zak transform F in fact defines a Kreinunitary,
where M * is the first Brillouin zone and
is a Krein inner product on the vector space H(M, 2 ) over the Wigner-Seitz cell M ; we denote the resulting Krein space with
Hence, F H F −1 and H(k) = H(k) are Krein-hermitian operators. Moreover, the Krein-orthogonal projection associated to the frequency band ω n (k)
is expressed in terms of the "Krein-normalized" Bloch func-
by thermodynamic stability, we have and therefore the signs of ω n (k) and φ n (k), φ n (k) W = 0 necessarily agree. Thus, we may normalize φ n (k) to sgn ω n (k) = ±1. Because Bloch functions are Krein-orthonormal, this argument extends directly to linear combinations ψ(k) = n α n (k) φ n (k) of positive frequency states. Also here, the Krein inner product 〈ψ(k), ψ(k)〉 W > 0 will necessarily be positive as long as ψ(k) = 0 (see also [25, Proposition 2] ).
When we sum up P n (k) = P n (k) for all positive/negative frequency bands, we obtain a Krein-orthogonal projection
whose range is the positive/negative frequency subspace
Due to the thermodynamic stability assumption (23) we know that H(k) can be diagonalized with a Krein-unitary U(k), 
Relation between H(k) and H + (k)
The notation already suggests that also for the kdependent operators H + (k) = H(k) | ω>0 is the restriction to positive frequencies. When we restrict the Krein-unitary U(k) to the ω > 0 subspace H + (k), we obtain another Krein
from Eq. (32) above. However, seeing as the sign of 〈ψ(k), ψ(k)〉 W ≥ 0 is fixed for all positive frequency waves ψ(k) ∈ H + (k), the Krein inner product 〈 · , · 〉 W is also a scalar product. Consequently, H + (k) = H + (k) and h + (k) = h + (k) are hermitian with respect to 〈 · , · 〉 W , and
Note that now P n (k) = P n (k) is an 〈 · , · 〉 W -orthogonal projection. Hence, expression (1) that involves the 〈 · , · 〉 Worthogonal "Fermi projection" really yields an integer.
B. Existence of topologically protected magnonic edge modes via a magnonic bulk-edge correspondence
Let us turn back to the problem that sparked our interest in the topic, Shindou et al.'s prediction of the existence of topologically protected edge modes in two-dimensional magnonic crystals. The theoretical basis for this prediction is the bulk-edge correspondence for class A operators (see e.g. [32, Chapter 7.2] ), that allows us to predict the net number of (left-vs. right-moving) edge modes solely from knowing the medium's bulk properties. This is embedded in the larger literature on topological insulators [12, 13, 33] , that has been initially developed for quantum systems but has seen an increasing number of applications to classical waves (see e.g. [2, 5, 15, [34] [35] [36] ).
Because we were able to frame the spin equation (17) in the form of the Schrödinger equation (27) , all of the mathematical methods to analyze (quantum) topological insulators apply to spin waves as well. However, there may be important differences when it comes to the physical interpretation.
Topological classification of the bulk
As we have shown in Section III D the "hamiltonian" H + that enters the Schrödinger form (27) of the classical spin equations (17) breaks time-reversal-type symmetry and due to the reality of spin waves m(t) = m(t) possesses no chiraltype or particle-hole-type symmetries. Therefore, in the parlance of the Ten Fold Way classification of topological insulators H + is in the same topological class as quantum hamiltonians that model systems exhibiting the Quantum Hall Effect -class A [12, 13, 32] .
Periodic class A systems in two dimensions are classified with a single topological invariant, the well-known integervalued Chern number (1) . Just like in solid state physics, if we are interested in the edge modes bridging the bulk band gap between the nth and (n + 1)th frequency bands, the relevant Chern number Ch(P F ) is computed from the "Fermi projection"
that includes contributions from the first n frequency bands below the frequency band gap. Since H + (k) possesses no time-reversal-type symmetries, the Chern number Ch(P F ) can be different from zero. That is why it was important to identify the nature of V 1 and V 3 as potential time-reversaltype symmetries, and verify that the spin interactions included in Eq. (17) indeed break them.
Lastly, we insist that P F is not to be interpreted as the physical state of the system, but enters the magnonic bulkedge correspondence as an auxiliary quantity. Figure 2 . The spectral flow is the number of band intersections counted ±1 depending on whether the slope is positive or negative. It is independent of the choice of Fermi level -as long as it lies in the bulk band gap. Note that for classical waves we can create wave packets centered around a certain momentum and frequency, we can in fact distinguish the cases +1 − 1 + 1 = +1 and +1 = +1 in experiment. However, only the net number of band intersections is topologically protected.
Predicting the net number of edge modes via the class A bulk-edge correspondence
The concept of bulk-edge corresopndence is due to Hatsugai [37, 38] , and in this context reduces to two equalities: Ch(P F ) = T edge = net # of edge modes (33) The first one states that a topological invariant in the bulkthe Chern number Ch(P F ) -equals a topological invariant T edge defined on the edge. This edge invariant can be computed in many different ways, e.g. as a winding number of a Riemann surface [38] , a winding number defined from a smoothened version of P F [32, Eq. (4.42)] or as a spectral flow [39, 40] . The last characterization makes the link to the physical observable, the net number of edge modes, obvious -which is the content of the second equality in Eq. (33) . By definition the spectral flow [39, Definition on p. 462] counts how often the edge bands intersect with the Fermi level from below (i.e. with positive slope) minus the number of intersections from above (with negative slope). As the sign of the slope determines the edge mode's direction of propagation, this gives the net number of edge modes propagating left-to-right. We emphasize that only the net number is topologically protected, not their total number or the number of left-/right-moving modes separately (cf. Figure 2) .
Note that in the Integer Quantum Hall Effect there is also a topological bulk observable -the transverse bulk conductivity. But for spin waves there does not seem to be an associated bulk observable.
To summarize, Shindou et al.'s prediction for the existence of topologically protected magnonic edge modes is footed on the bulk-edge correspondence (33) for class A operators. Mathematically speaking, that is all there is to it, Eq. (33) holds no matter what waves these equations describe (e.g. bosonic, fermionic or classical). On the other hand, it does matter that the Krein structure plays no role at the end; for otherwise, we would have had to use a different classification scheme studied by De Nittis and Gomi [30] . And it is crucial to insist on the real-valuedness constraint in order to eliminate unphysical symmetries.
V. EXTENSION TO THE SECOND-QUANTIZED EQUATIONS
So far our analysis concerned itself only with the classical spin equation (17) rather than the more commonly studied second-quantized equations. However, we will show here that the second quantized equations inherits its topological classification from its classical counterpart. And consequently, our topological classification from Section IV B directly applies to the second-quantized equations as well.
Before second quantizing the linearization of Eq. (15), though, it is necessary to change coordinates: the HolsteinPrimakoff transformation
normalizes the spin length and maps onto the eigenbasis of σ 2 .
The real-valuedness of the spin wave m j (x) = m j (x) manifests itself as m + (x) = m − (x) in Holstein-Primakoff coordinates. Formally treating m ± as independent coordinates amounts to complexifying the equations; however, physically meaningful states are exactly those where m − = m + . Translated to the level of operators, complex conjugation C on the level of the original coordinates (m 1 , m 2 ) transforms to T C T −1 = σ 1 C after Holstein-Primakoff transformation. Consequently, σ 1 C is now the relevant particlehole constraint which singles out real states. Because of this transformation the weight which enters the Krein inner product reduces from
After linearizing the Landau-Lifshitz equation (15) in these new coordinates, m + and m − are promoted to creation and annihilation operators that satisfy bosonic commutation relations.
Within the context of second quantization the Krein structure with weights W = σ 3 is traditionally seen to emerge from the commutation relations of creation and annihilation operators -and Krein unitaries preserve them (cf. [26, Section 4] ). However, the Krein structure also appears naturally in the classical context and stems from the symplectic structure (cf. Section III A). Therefore, it is not due to the quantum nature of Eq. (36) below.
A. Relation between classical and second-quantized equations
For simplicity, let us stay within the context of a periodic medium. The starting point of the second-quantized equations is a single-particle hamiltonian H sp (k), which enters as the "coefficient matrix" into the field hamiltonian
Here, we have of course exploited periodicity via the BlochFloquet transform. H sp (k) is assumed to be in one of the BdG classes, i.e. it must possess a particle-hole-type "symmetry".
As before the root of this "symmetry" can be traced back to the real-valuedness of the spin waves. The single-particle hamiltonian is the link between the classical and the second-quantized equations: (28)) after applying the Holstein-Primakoff transformation (34) .
The Heisenberg equations of motion for annihilation and creation operators take the form of a Schrödinger equation on Krein space,
When the system is thermodynamically stable, then there exists a Krein unitary U(k) which diagonalizes the singleparticle hamiltonian to
also defines a new set of creation and annihilation operators b † n (k) and b n (k). Note that this operator conincides with the operator H(k) from Eq. (32) and therefore,
applies to an N -particle state destroys a Bloch wave ϕ n associated to the frequency band ω n (k); note that the scalar product on the real space unit cell
contains complex conjugation of its left argument ϕ n (k) and integrates out only one spatial variable. Similarly, the creation operator
creates a Bloch wave ϕ n , whereǩ j means this variable is omitted. Both of these operators act on the bosonic Fock space
that is the direct sum of the n-particle sectors
Each n-particle Fock sector is constructed by taking the nfold symmetrized tensor product of the "classical" Hilbert space H + (k) we have introduced in Eq. (31) . The symmetrization encodes the bosonic nature of the waves so that e.g.
holds. By definition F 0 = is the Fock vacuum.
B. Role of the particle-hole constraint in the second-order formalism
On the level of the classical equations, we emphasized the distinction between a symmetry and a constraint: because physically meaningful spin vectors m are real, on the level of the complexified equations complex conjugation becomes a constraint which singles out the physical states.
The relation m − = C m + = m + translates to the fact that the creation operator is the adjoint of the annihilation operator. Put another way, the adjoint takes the place of complex conjugation; just like complex conjugation, the adjoint is antilinear. This is how the redundancy emerges in the second-order formalism.
The reason why we also need to flip the k vector can also be understood from the classical equations: if we go from the position representation to the Bloch-Floquet representation, complex conjugation
Therefore, if we wish to make the real-valuedness constraint explicit in the second-order formalism in the BlochFloquet representation, we need to pair the annihilation operator a(k) with the creation operator a † (−k). The presence of the particle-hole constraint σ 1 C in the single-particle hamiltonian is necessary to ensure that the time evolution preserves the relationship between the timeevolved creation operator a † (t, −k) = a(t, k) † and the annihilation operator. This becomes even more explicit when we instead work in the diagonalized basis where we com-
In the last equality we have exploited that due to the particlehole constraint frequency bands come in pairs ω +n (k) = −ω −n (−k).
C. Topological classification of the bulk
Within the second-quantized framework the notion of topology stems from the single-particle hamiltonian H sp via Eq. (37): the classification is via the Chern numbers computed from the Bloch functions of the positive frequency bands of σ 3 H sp (k) = H(k), which are identical to those obtained from the classical hamiltonian H(k) defined in Eq. (20) . That is because the fundamental excitations of the second-quantized system are the eigenfunctions of σ 3 H sp (k). Consequently, the topological properties of the classical system that σ 3 H sp (k) describes are inherited by the second-quantized equations.
As was the case for the classical equations, if the frequency bands ω n and ω n+1 are separated by a gap, then the net number of gap traversing modes at the edge (taking the direction of travel into account) is given by the Chern number computed from the "Fermi projection"
While systems with even particle-hole-type symmetries (e.g. class D in dimension 1 and 3) support additional topological invariants in the form of a winding number, in the context of the second-order formalism of magnons complex conjugation does not play a role in the topological classification. So while the single-particle hamiltonian of the complexified equations is necessarily in one of the BdG classes, due to the real-valuedness of physical spin waves the particle-hole "symmetry" is in fact a constraint and does not matter for the topological classification of the physical system. Hence, also here we are dealing with a hermitian system of class A.
VI. EXTENSION TO OTHER THERMODYNAMICALLY STABLE BOSONIC BDG AND CERTAIN CLASSICAL WAVE EQUATIONS
Our strategy is not limited to magnons or the particular classical spin equations covered in Sections III and IV. Rather, it applies to all bosonic BdG equations (5) and classical equations (38) provided the following assumptions hold: Examples that we have not covered explicitly are magnons propagating in bilayer structures as studied by Katsura et al. [41] , spin waves in fermionic systems [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] and phonons (see e.g. [42] ).
As before, we begin with an analysis of the classical equations (38) and postpone the explanation as to how this applies to the corresponding second-quantized equation till Section VI C.
A. Certain classical wave equations
Many classical wave equations can be recast in a form that resembles (38) , although the precise conditions on W may differ. Examples include Maxwell's equations in dielectrics and certain acoustic equations [14] . The particle-hole constraint that appears in the complexified equations stems from the fact that the original equations support real solutions; indeed, by fiat the actual waves are real.
One of our motivations to pursue this work was to generalize the assumptions placed on W in [14] , where we have developed a Schrödinger formalism for certain classical waves. Specifically, we wanted to overcome the assumption that ±W > 0 has a fixed sign and replace it with W † W = W 2 > 0 -as is the case when W = σ 3 ⊗ 1. The mathematical challenges that stem from the fact that 〈φ, ψ〉 W = 〈φ, W ψ〉 is no longer a scalar, but only a Krein inner product and Kreinhermiticity places much weaker constraints on an operator. For example, there need not be a resolution of the identity, i.e. the operator may have Jordan blocks. This Krein structure emerges not just in the context of magnons, but for many other wave equations. One notable example are simple models for the propagation of electromagnetic waves in metals (see e.g. [43] ): here the electric permittivity < 0 which enters the "material weights" W = × that contains the curl ∇ × E = ∇ × E in its offdiagonal. To exclude technical complications, we needed to impose Assumption (5), thermodynamic stability (23) . Ideally, we would like to drop this assumption as it excludes Maxwell's equations for metals (D = −σ 2 × ∇ × has no fixed sign), and replace it with a weaker condition. However, at present this is beyond reach.
Nevertheless, in case the thermodynamic stability condition our discussion from the end of Section III A 1 applies verbatim: H = H = W −1 H † W is a Krein-hermitian operator that is connected to a hermitian operator H by a similarity transform facilitated by a Krein-unitary. This operator
0 −C h + C is block-diagonal and the two block operators h − = −C h + C are related by complex conjugation. The even particle-hole-type "symmetry" K = σ 1 ⊗ C of the complexified equations is purely block-offdiagonal and can be traced back to the fact that (38) supports real solutions, i.e.
This allows us to implement the strategy outlined in Section III C 1 and get rid of redundant fields in the complexified equations: we can uniquely represent real fields m = C m = 2Re ψ as the real part of a complex ω > 0 wave ψ = Q + m, where Q + is the Krein-hermitian projection onto the positive frequencies defined through Eq. (26) . Just like in Section III C 2 we again see that on the positive frequency subspace K + , the Krein inner product 〈 · , · 〉 W is positive definite -and hence, a scalar product. That means on this subspace K + = H + , the operator H + = H| ω>0 = H + is hermitian in the usual sense. Overall, this shows that classical wave equation (38) is equivalent to
Put succinctly, under these five conditions we can equivalently recast the classical wave equation (38) to an equation that takes, mathematically speaking, the form of a Schrödinger equation. The hermiticity of the generator of the dynamics H + allows us to adapt methods initially developed for quantum systems to that classical wave equation.
B. Symmetries vs. constraints
Any equivalent formulation for a given system contains the exact same phenomenology and necessarily has to have the exact same characteristics. That applies to symmetries, too: any symmetry of the physical system must manifest itself in any of the formulations. But independently of the mathematical formulation, all of these formulations need to have the same number and type of symmetries. And consequently, the topological classification of all of these different equations needs to be consistent.
The central point is to distinguish between actual symmetries of the system and constraints, which appear to be symmetries if we forget about the real-valuedness of the physical fields. How to do this was described in Section III C 3: in the complexified formalism, we need to deal with Krein-(anti)unitaries U which are block-diagonal with respect to the positive/negative frequency splitting; thus, U + restricts to a proper (anti)unitary on the positive frequency subspace H + . This rules out complex conjugation as that maps positive onto negative frequency states, and is therefore block-offdiagonal in the positive/negative frequency splitting; equivalently, the Krein-(anti)unitary must commute with H. This selection rule tells us how to implement a symmetry of the real waves on the complex Hilbert space H + : we can either implement a symmetry of the real vectors (Krein-)unitarily or (Krein-)antiunitarily.
C. Second-quantized bosonic BdG systems
Very often the starting point is the second-quantized equations (5) where spin waves can be excited and destroyed. Here, the weights W = σ 3 ⊗ 1 stem from the commutation relations of creation and annihilation operators and D = H sp is the single-particle hamiltonian. To ensure that the timeevolved annihilation and creation operators are adjoints of one another, which can be viewed as a constraint, H sp needs to come with a particle-hole-type "symmetry".
The second-quantized equations give rise to an associated classical equation of the form (38) that comes furnished with a particle-hole-type constraint. Following the arguments in Section V, we conclude that the second-quantized equation inherits the topological classification from the associated classical equation.
D. Topological classification
The distinction between symmetries and constraints leads to subtle, but essential differences in the topological classification: while it is true that bosonic BdG systems of the form (5) are defined in terms of an operator with a particlehole-type symmetry, we need to keep in mind that all physically meaningful states of this equation are necessarily particle-hole symmetric. Back in the classical context, if the state can be described by e.g. a projection P, then P needs to commute with C. Moreover, because the whole physical system -states, observables and dynamics -can be described solely on the level of the complex Hilbert space H + , we deduce that P needs to commute with H and therefore the projection P = P + + P − cleanly splits into positive/negative frequency parts P ± = Q ± P Q ± = P Q ± . This is quite different from, say, the Dirac equation where particles and antiparticles can be excited selectively and independently from one another. Here, pure states represented by the projection P need not commute with the particle-hole symmetry.
Moreover, there is also a second, more implicit fact in play here: in conventional quantum systems with a particlehole symmetry, the relevant band gap is located at E = 0, whereas this is not the case for bosonic BdG and classical wave equations. Instead, we are interested in frequency gaps for some ω 0 > 0.
Because in our context only commuting symmetries matter, barring any crystallographic symmetries or so (which could lead to an analog of the valley Hall effect, see e.g. [44] ), the equations are classified either as class A (no symmetries), class AI (presence of an even time-reversaltype symmetry) or class AII (presence of an odd timereversal-type symmetry as in [41] ). However, we could of course apply the recently obtained classification of topological crystalline insulators [45] to the systems discussed here.
For example, in case the system is periodic and of class A, our analysis in Section IV B proves we have a bulk classification in terms of Chern numbers, which in turn explains the presence of topologically protected edge modes in 2d systems via the bulk-edge correspondence (33) .
Lastly, we would like to contrast and compare our approach with a work by [46] : they classified fermionic BdG systems under the assumption that states below the Fermi energy are filled, which leads to the constraint C P C = 1− P where P = 1 (−∞,0] (H). This constraint is equivalent to ours above. And therefore, fermionic class D systems with this constraint on the state are in fact equivalent to a system of class A (see [46, Section 2.1]). While their results do not apply directly to bosonic BdG systems, Kennedy and Zirnbauer place emphasis on the exact same point: it is not enough to merely study the hamiltonian, we need to include conditions that single out physically relevant and meaningful states in our analysis -which could translate to constraints in the topological classification.
VII. CONCLUSION
To summarize our findings, we have derived the topological classification of second-quantized bosonic BdG equations (5) and associated classical wave equations (6) . In particular our results include equations that describe classical and quantum spin excitations in suitable media. For the equations considered by Shindou et al. [1] we conclude that what they propose is indeed an analog of the Quantum Hall Effect in the following precise sense: the operators which describe the two systems are of class A, and are therefore classified up to gap-preserving deformations by Chern numbers. The commonly studied second-quantized equations inherit the topological classification from their classical counterpart.
To perform the initial steps of our analysis, rewriting the classical spin equations in the form of a Schrödinger equation, taking the Krein structure into account was crucial. The Krein structure is not particular to the second-quantized equations, though, where it is attributed to the bosonic nature of creation and annihilation operators. In case of the classical equations, the Krein structure emerges from the symplectic structure of phase space.
We have shown how to implement physical symmetries in the Schrödinger formalism. In principle, our arguments can be applied to crystalline and other symmetries by combining our work with e.g. [45] .
We reckon that our results will be helpful to understand other classical waves better whose description also involves a Krein structure; examples are electromagnetic media whose material weights are not positive (e.g. when the medium is metallic [43] ) or certain acoustic metamaterials [47, 48] . However, in these cases the "thermodynamic stability" condition (23) is violated, and consequently, the operators involved will be more complicated.
For example, we expect that performing a topological classification of such operators is a lot more involved as we will have to apply more sophisticated topological classification schemes for non-hermitian systems; recent research by Kawabata et al. [33] suggests there are 38 distinct topological classes. Luckily, we could avoid such complications here -just: while the original operator is not hermitian, thanks to the thermodynamic stability condition, it can be transformed into one. Therefore, the usual, well-established theory suffices to understand bosonic BdG systems and their classical counterparts.
